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Even before they knew each other well and had formed a
household, two interior designers discovered a shared vision
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Opening page: The entrance to a West
Hollywood house is announced with a custom
iron gate. Prior pages: The couple redid all
garden areas to establish a sense of remove
from the street. The home’s stairway area
features a chair, table, lamp, chandelier, and
end table all by Gregorius|Pineo. Opposite:
A pair of paintings by Bernard Rémusat
conceals a TV above the fireplace in the family
room. Matching Gregorius|Pineo chairs are
upholstered with fabric from Pierre Frey and
leather from Holly Hunt. This page: A fine hemp
texture, from Gregorius|Pineo, is used on the
walls in the powder room.

Out of a desire to eliminate unsightly details,
the couple conceals the island cooktop
with a serving tray. Various Gregorius|Pineo
furnishings and textiles are used in the room
and adjacent dining area, including the chairs,
upholstered with Jerry Pair Leather. The
paintings above the cupboards are by JeanMarc Louis; the painting on a mirrored surface
(far left) is by Jesekiel David Kirszenbaum.
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A pair of Kolom swing-arm sconces by Kevin
Riley, through Holly Hunt, are positioned on
either side of the Gregorius|Pineo bed, with
fabrics from Dedar and Jim Thompson. The
Benin bench at the foot of the bed is upholstered
with Jerry Pair Leather. The artwork above the
fireplace is by Paul Horiuchi. A custom area rug
was designed by the homeowners.
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Below: The homeowners gutted the existing
landscape and introduced new plantings,
hardscape elements, walls, cobblestone
surfaces, basalt stone walkways, and a pool
with a contemplative—and audible—water
feature. The decorative elements are a pair
of antique well covers. Opposite: Chairs
in the backyard dining area from Summit
feature a Jim Thompson outdoor fabric. The
table is set with a pair of lava stone figures
from the Japonesque Gallery.
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“Furniture becomes a
dialogue of design,
just as the

GEORGE MASSAR UNDERSTANDS the need

to rest and stay in place, even if he admits to having “done”
sixteen homes for himself over the years. His partner, interior
designer Thomas Hamel, recognizes, too, the importance
of rest in order to live well and design well—though Hamel
has lived on multiple continents and regularly “commutes”
from his full-time residence in Sydney, Australia, to the Los
Angeles house he shares with Massar.
“The truth about design is that if you let something
rest for a while, when you return to it you’ll come up with
a better solution,” says Massar, who is CEO and Creative
Director for Kneedler Fauchère and Gregorius|Pineo, both
leading to-the-trade design showrooms.
Massar had purchased this new house in West Hollywood
with the intention of creating a private, carefree compound
for himself. “I chose a new-build because I had done enough
projects, and I wanted to take a new journey,” he says.
Hamel echoes that sentiment by adding, “George had a
premonition about another chapter in his life, and it began
with a more simplified house.”
Shortly after the purchase, though, Massar met Hamel, on
both professional and personal terms. At their first dinner in
the house, Massar served the food on blue Ming china plates.
“Little did I know that Thomas had a vast collection of the
exact same china,” says Massar. “Seeing those dishes and
eating off of them was like déjà vu,” adds Hamel. Thus began
a new—and ongoing—personal journey for the two men.
While Hamel and Massar admit that the idea of
two designers agreeing on furnishings and artworks,
collections and colors seems a near impossibility, in their
case, harmony prevails. The West Hollywood house they
share is a seamless amalgam of their collective aesthetic,
as well as a reflection of the two lives they lead, often
apart, on different continents. “When we created the L.A.
home, we wanted it to be reflective of our international
lifestyle,” Hamel emphasizes. Given their mutual penchant
for Oceanic, African, and Asian art and furnishings, for
instance, the rooms would eventually come to be defined by
what they continue to collect separately and as a couple.
Although the house was well built and ready to occupy,
both Hamel and Massar saw its flaws. “There were places
in the home that just didn’t feel right to us,” says Massar,
“places where the eye was interrupted. Designers are
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always looking at focal points and sightlines.”
To remedy these visual imperfections, the couple furred
out certain walls, gutted a downstairs powder room, and
transformed a secondary living room passage by filling it
with see-through oak shelving that displays a collection of
Han vases and vellum-bound books. A water feature was
added to the transformed backyard area, while ficus and oldgrowth olive trees were planted on the property, an effect
most pronounced from the kitchen. There, a long rectangular
pane of glass reveals the foliage. “That window that runs
along the counter has the effect of a transparent backsplash,”
says Hamel, “but when you look through it, the intention was
for a garden area to be reflected in it and through it.”
Hamel and Massar are so aligned in their tastes that they
estimate their percentage of agreement on all things—
aesthetic and sundry—at ninety-eight; the other two
percent of things on which they differ rarely causes any
conflict. While on a trip to Thailand, for instance, they
discovered an obscure shop that sold period objects they
both adore. “It was a treasure trove of everything we love,”
says Massar. “My heart started palpitating the moment we
walked in—with Han and Ming dynasty pieces, Bactrian
bronze pieces, and carved works from Pacific Island
cultures. Thomas said to me, ‘Calm down, calm down’.”
They planned a subsequent visit to the shop, using a threehour layover between flights, to buy all that they could.
Part of their strategy for assembling their interiors
involves editing, not always an easy endeavor given their
near-unquenchable zeal for collecting. “We like to tell
ourselves, when we put something new in, we must take
something out,” says Hamel. As a result, many of those
items that are removed are actually stowed away in cabinets
or moved to one of their residences, which now includes a
beach house near Sydney.
“We have such similar interests and we’re such good
collaborators that I love listening to what Thomas is working
on,” says Massar. “And I love listening to what George is
working on,” adds Hamel, adding, “Our home is a kind of
laboratory for how we collect and how we create together.” n
Thomas Hamel (left) and George Massar like to say they
have two full-time homes, one in Los Angeles that they
share whenever possible and the other in Sydney.

architecture does.”
—Thomas Hamel

